Manipulating a Sacred Tradition
An Investigation of Commercial Tobacco Marketing & Sales Strategies
on the Navajo Nation and other Native Tribes
This report documents the strategies used by commercial tobacco companies to manipulate and
target Navajo and other Indian Nations’ sacred use of tobacco in an attempt to increase the
industry’s bottom line. These corporate campaigns have resulted in increased Native
commercial tobacco consumption and addiction. Indian Nations are sovereign communities and
are not directly impacted by state and local smokefree laws and other state and local tobacco
control measures. As such, the commercial tobacco industry has identified these communities
as an untapped and unprotected opportunity to maximize profits beyond the limits of stateregulated jurisdictions. Additionally, commercial tobacco companies have sought to manipulate
the sacred use of tobacco, improperly suggesting that commercial cigarette and smokeless
tobacco products are retail substitutes for tobacco approved by elders for ceremonial use.
A variety of top-selling commercial cigarette manufacturers and smokeless tobacco companies
are implicated by this report. Geographic areas analyzed in the report include Indian Nations in
the Southwest United States, including the Navajo Nation and various other tribes in Arizona
and New Mexico. Primary focus areas for the report include:
(a) Exploiting an untapped market: commercial tobacco companies’ rationale, strategies,
and marketing tactics for using tribal casinos as a means to target Native Americans
and gaming patrons;
(b) Upping the tobacco industry bottom line: tobacco company pricing strategies
intended to increase business at tribal tobacco outlets, including smokeless tobacco
company marketing and free product giveaways at Indian rodeos, all the while
sponsoring false economic information that tribal casino success is dependent on
cigarette sales and indoor smoking; and
(c) Engaging in cultural thievery and misrepresentation: tobacco company marketing
that abuses Native American imagery and concepts and misleads consumers into
thinking that their commercial products are “natural” and perhaps safer to smoke.

Manufacturers and Brands Highlighted in the Report
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

Lorillard Tobacco Company
manufacturer of Newport, Kent, True, Old Gold, Maverick, Harley, and Style brands
Philip Morris
manufacturer of Marlboro, Winston, Basic, Benson & Hedges, Bristol, Cambridge, Merit,
Parliament, and Virginia Slims brands
RJ Reynolds (now known as “Reynolds American”)
manufacturer of Camel, Capri, Carlton, Doral, Dunhill, Eclipse, GPC, Kool, Legend, Misty,
Monarch, Mustang, Pall Mall, Salem, Vantage, Viceroy, and Winston brands
Liggett Group, Inc.
manufacturer of Eve, Grand Prix, Kingsport, Pyramid, and Tourney brands
UST (and its subsidiary, U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Company)
manufacturer of Skoal, Copenhagen, Red Seal, and Husky brands
Santa Fe Natural Tobacco Company (now owned by Reynolds American)
manufacturer of Natural American Spirit cigarette brand
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Exploiting An Untapped Market
Commercial Tobacco Companies Use Casinos to Sell More Cigarettes
Commercial tobacco manufacturers have developed a long history of predatory behavior that
seeks to capitalize on any and all opportunities to boost their own tobacco sales and to gain
market share from their competitors.
Below are excerpts from a Lorillard Tobacco Company document (Bates numbers 9441037694410449; document file viewable at: http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/owq10e00 ) that details a
marketing analysis of tribal (commercial) tobacco retailers in Arizona, New Mexico, South
Dakota, and North Dakota. The report identifies which factors allow some tribal tobacco
retailers to perform better and sell more cigarettes compared to others. Casinos are identified
as a major factor which helps Lorillard Tobacco Company sell more cigarettes.

Bates number 94410378

Bates number 94410379

Bates number 94410382

The most aggressive and profitable commercial tobacco companies track sales down to the
level of individual retailers. In the documents seen here, Lorillard Tobacco Company is seeking
to capitalize on population densities and high-volume cigarette sales environments created by
casino operations. Other tobacco industry documents show evidence that manufacturers such
as Lorillard maintain elaborate records of sales by cigarette retailers specifically on Arizona and
New Mexico Indian reservation lands, including a detailed accounting of the following types of
marketing data:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Total sales by tribe
Total sales by retail outlet
Total sales by brand name
Total competitors’ sales
Total sales: packs vs. cartons
Total sales: full-price brands vs. discount brands
Point-of-sale info related to advertising and precise merchandise location on shelf
Alcohol sales info
Information about whether the tobacco retailer is located near a casino

Commercial tobacco companies collect this type of information because they are
constantly adjusting their marketing strategies to sell more cigarettes on Indian
reservation lands. As an example of retailer-level sales tracking, below is an analysis of a
Navajo retailer that measures each of these data points (Bates number 94410396; viewable as
part of the same file referenced above). The file below is from a Lorillard Tobacco Company
document. Marketing and sales data of Lorillard’s biggest competitors are also mentioned in
this document: RJ Reynolds (“RJR” in the document below) and Philip Morris (“PM”). “CPW”
refers to an industry measure of sales: cartons sold per week.
Bates number 94410396
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Commercial Tobacco Companies Target Tribal Members Who Visit Gaming
Venues In An Effort to Create More Addicted Customers
Tobacco companies target individual bingo operations across the country for increased cigarette
sales. Gaming venues are used by commercial tobacco manufacturers to increase and sustain
nicotine addiction among locals who patronize gaming operations such as bingo halls and
casinos. These companies’ strategies include free merchandise giveaways (cigarettes and
tobacco company-branded merchandise), cross-promotions involving gaming venues and
nearby tobacco retail outlets, and special offers for free admission to gaming venues.
Lorillard Tobacco Company has taken a particular interest in selling more cigarettes at Indian
gaming venues. Below is a document (Bates number 93323274; from a file viewable at:
http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/hpf44a00 ) in which Lorillard identifies “Indian Bingo” operations
as the “most desirable targets for special events” (i.e., promotional/marketing opportunities for
their commercial tobacco products) while noting “many of the Indian Halls sell tobacco
products.” The combination of gaming and tobacco retail outlets garner special attention as a
means for Lorillard to sell more commercial tobacco. Many tobacco industry documents
indicate an interest in using gaming venues as opportunities to round up large numbers
of new potential customers.
Bates number 93323274
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As another example of tobacco industry targeting of gaming patrons is this file of a Virginia
Slims (Philip Morris) marketing initiative entitled “Tribal Bingo Promotion Program” documented
below. This promotional campaign intends to attract new smoking customers and promote
addicted, habitual commercial cigarette smoking. The top three stated objectives of the
promotion program are as follows: “To stimulate trial among the smokers playing bingo; to
increase brand recognition/awareness; to encourage repeat purchase” (Bates number
2073724006; file viewable at http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/llo28d00 ).
Bates number 2073724006

Below are reprints of files developed by Aberson, Narotzky, and White, Inc. (referred to as
“ANW” in these files), a marketing firm hired by Lorillard Tobacco Company. The first
document, Bates number 93323276 (file viewable at: http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/hpf44a00),
identifies a Sandia Pueblo bingo operation as a fertile ground for marketing free cigarettes to
gaming patrons.
Bates number 93323276

The next document, Bates number 93323280 (from the same file referenced above), describes
a strategy where Lorillard Tobacco Company marketing experts will distribute free cigarettes to
bingo patrons. This marketing strategy, known as “sampling,” continues to be used by
commercial tobacco companies to offer free products to persons who might otherwise
not yet be customers addicted to a given brand or to commercial tobacco in general.
Very often individuals are asked their age but no formal age verification takes place, resulting in
free commercial tobacco products falling into the hands of underage users and luring them to a
lifetime of tobacco addiction.
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Bates number 93323280

The below document, Bates number 93323283 (from the same file referenced above),
describes other marketing strategies employed by Lorillard Tobacco Company which allow tribal
gaming patrons to bring in cigarette packs or cartons (even empty packs or cartons) or other
proof-of-purchase type materials in exchange for free admission to the tribal gaming facility.
Addictive, habitual smoking is consequently rewarded with free entertainment and
tobacco company-branded merchandise.
Bates number 93323283

Upping the Tobacco Industry Bottom Line
Commercial Tobacco Companies Market Low-Cost Cigarettes to Tribal Retailers
in an Effort to Attract New Addicted Smokers
Commercial tobacco manufacturers implement highly competitive, cut-throat promotional
strategies within the Navajo Nation aimed at undercutting their competitor’s prices while luring
low-income, price-sensitive individuals into commercial tobacco addiction. Some of these
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promotional strategies involve selling cigarettes at $5.00 per carton. Other strategies even rely
on under-the-table payments as observed by Philip Morris’ competitor RJ Reynolds.
The below RJ Reynolds document (Bates number 507839729; file viewable at:
http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/xcm14d00 ) shows evidence of corporate competition for new
Navajo commercial tobacco users. In the document, one RJ Reynolds corporate manager is
seen complaining to another that Doral needs to cut their prices in order to stay competitive with
Philip Morris’ (“PM”) “free product, coupons, and under the table payments…”.
Bates number 507839729

UST Develops Strategy to Give More Free Samples of Commercial Tobacco
Products and Apply Peer Pressure to Young Persons
UST, makers of top-selling smokeless tobacco brands Skoal and Copenhagen, admits in their
own company files that they employ “peer pressure” (Bates number 93323274; document
viewable at: http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/hmu11b00 ) to hook more young persons on
smokeless tobacco, which can be very high in nicotine content and is a known gateway drug for
other tobacco use and addiction. The document below refers to “sampling” (i.e., free product
giveaways) at the National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association (“NIRA”) events in the western
United States. Diné College in Tsaile, AZ and Navajo Technical College in Crownpoint, NM are
two Navajo schools that serve as local chapters with participating schools for this rodeo
association. Diné College (formerly “Navajo Community College”) has traditionally hosted NIRA
rodeo events (see document below, Bates number 3479094; file viewable at:
http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/jvh21b00 ) where tobacco companies such as UST advertise
and give out free samples of their smokeless tobacco products to younger persons who are
easily persuaded by the user-friendly “starter” products, in this case products designed for firsttime users under the SKOAL brand name.
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Bates number 2521049

Bates number 3479094

Philip Morris Creates Bogus Economic Impact Studies That Say “NO”
to Smokefree Air And “YES” To More Cigarette Sales
An important part of the tobacco industry’s strategy to maintain commercial tobacco smoking
and other tobacco use in public venues is to forecast economic failure for the business interests
and regulatory authorities who seek to prohibit commercial tobacco use on-site. Commercial
tobacco manufacturers have developed elaborate strategies to scare lawmakers and citizens
into thinking that gaming enterprises will fail to thrive (or even go bankrupt!) without commercial
tobacco use allowed throughout the venues. Along these same lines, Philip Morris and other
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tobacco companies rely on faulty studies drafted by biased “scientists” (sometimes paid or
otherwise compensated by the company itself) who then allow corporate sales executives to
edit and control the contents of the economic impact studies. Excerpts from one such corrupted
industry study of Mississippi casino operations, referenced as Bates numbers 2072277904
through 2072277988 (file viewable at: http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/sxw79a00) appear below.
All hand-written edits of this study seen in the document below are courtesy of Philip Morris
executives who controlled and changed the content of this study in an attempt to guide public
policy on the issue of commercial tobacco use.

Bates number 2072277904

Philip Morris has funded numerous such studies in its long history of trying to create “smoke
screens” intended confuse the public and policymakers. Philip Morris files document lists of
such studies that Philip Morris funds, edits, publicizes, and delivers to lawmakers. One such
list, now documented as Bates numbers 2065510719 – 2065510723, clearly shows how Philip
Morris directed the Womer/Chappell (University of Mississippi researchers) study to gather and
analyze data in a way that produces misleading results. The relevant file (Bates number
2065510721; file viewable at: http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/teb73c00 ) on the
Womer/Chappell includes a notation of the Philip Morris budget codes used for payment of the
study, etc.), evidencing this Philip Morris strategy to misinform the public regarding the true
economic impact of commercial tobacco smoking restrictions.
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Bates number 2065510721

Engaging in Cultural Thievery and Misrepresentation
Big Tobacco Uses Native American Imagery and Copies of Religious Artifacts
to Sell More Tobacco
Santa Fe Natural Tobacco Company (SFNT), manufacturer of Natural American Spirit brand
cigarettes, is now owned by RJ Reynolds, operating under the current name of Reynolds
American, Inc. Make no mistake about it: SFNT is, and has been for a very long time, a largescale manufacturer of cancer-causing commercial cigarettes. Their “Indian” and “Natural”
campaign (still largely in existence today) is a marketing gimmick intended to make people think
that this tobacco company’s commercially mass-produced cigarettes are somehow safer and
therefore more enjoyable to smoke. The two SFNT document excerpts below (Bates numbers
504369484 and 504369487; file viewable at: http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/jid75d00 ) describe
this marketing scheme for increasing sales by referring to their products as “Indian” and
“Natural” and then promoting these (not) new products with branded t-shirts, baseball caps, and
“an exclusive line of authentic reproductions of Native American pipes, snuff containers, tobacco
pouches, and other natural tobacco implements…”.
Bates number 504369484
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Bates number 504369487

Philip Morris Conducts Secret Lab Tests of Competitor’s “Natural” American
Spirit Cigarettes and Finds Undisclosed Artificial Additives
Philip Morris, as an industry leader who sells more cigarettes than any other brand, views
smaller tobacco companies as threats to its bottom line. The “Indian” and “Natural” marketing
campaign by Santa Fe Natural Tobacco Company (SFNT) was particularly upsetting to Philip
Morris, who suspected Natural American Spirit brand cigarettes (manufactured by SFNT)
contained harmful additives (undisclosed by SFNT) which can make commercial cigarettes
more addictive and more harmful. Philip Morris conducted internal investigations and lab
experiments to test for the presence of artificial chemicals and additives in American Spirit
cigarettes. The results of these experiments were labeled “CONFIDENTIAL” in the Philip Morris
memo below, excerpted from Bates numbers 2050901397 – 2050901397 (file viewable at:
http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/rjt06c00).
Bates number 2050901397
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Bates number 2050901399

Indian Country Discusses Lawsuit Filed against Big Tobacco for Exploitation and
Unfair Targeting of Native American Interests
The article below is an excerpt reprinted from an Indian Country news story as uncovered in the
files of RJ Reynolds tobacco company (Bates numbers 531301245 – 531301246; file viewable
at: http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/hpu55a00 ). Attorneys in Albuquerque, New Mexico, filed
suit against Santa Fe Natural Tobacco Company, RJ Reynolds, and other commercial tobacco
manufacturers for unfair and illegal marketing practices, manipulation of nicotine levels, and
resultant damages to the health interests of 34 North American Indian Nations, including several
pueblo tribes in New Mexico. The excerpt of the article appearing below highlights a couple of
the more disturbing claims asserted by the lawsuit.
Bates number 531301245
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Bates number 531301246 (continued from above)

Conclusion
These tobacco industry internal corporate documents demonstrate intent on the part of
commercial tobacco companies to use, abuse, and defraud Indian Nations with respect to their
health, their culture, and their financial independence. Many of these tobacco industry activities
and misdeeds continue to occur today without regard to Native American interests or those of
the public at-large. This investigative report is also intended to urge tribal policymakers and the
general populous to be wary of information from undisclosed and unreliable sources. The most
reliable source for health-related data regarding commercial tobacco use and secondhand
smoke is the U.S. Surgeon General, and in particular, the most recent report entitled “The
Health Consequences of Involuntary Exposure to Tobacco Smoke.” This report is available online at: http://www.surgeongeneral.gov/library/secondhandsmoke/ . Reliable and accurate
economic impact studies of commercial tobacco control policy should always be peer-reviewed
reports published in established scientific journals and should rely on official government data
rather than hearsay reports and anecdotal information. The public health dangers posed by
corporate tobacco marketing strategies in Indian Country documented by this report suggest a
need for regulation of commercial tobacco products and their use in order to protect the health
of present and future generations within Indian Nations. Comprehensive approaches utilizing
best practices, including increases to tobacco taxes, smokefree policies, and commercial
tobacco use prevention and cessation programming, can achieve significant reduction in
commercial tobacco use by children and adults while protecting nonsmoking individuals from
secondhand smoke. Sovereign tribal governments are able to customize these best practices
for reducing commercial tobacco-related harms while protecting religious and ceremonial uses
of tobacco important to cultural preservation in Indian Country.

Data Sources Used for This Report
The Legacy Tobacco Documents Library (LTDL) is a historical compilation of tobacco industry
documents containing more than 9.7 million documents (50+ million pages) created by major
tobacco companies related to their manufacturing, marketing, advertising, sales, and scientific
research activities. Each document is stamped with a “Bates number” which is a unique
identifier used in legal or technical proceedings to record and differentiate individual pages of a
document file. The live document links included in the report above will allow the reader to view
additional information about each document or file, including the particular legal case which
produced the document or allowed for its discovery. Each of these tobacco industry documents
may be retrieved and viewed in-full at: http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/.
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